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Bike for Peace delegation meets the Provost of
Renfrewshire prior to a civic reception in Paisley
Abbey, as a part of their Scottish tour.
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Bike for Peace / Mayors for Peace joint tour of Scotland
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NFLA co-ordinates joint Trident letter published in 2 papers
NFLA media releases
July 2014:

(On NFLA website.)









NFLA / KIMO
concern over
proposed Dounreay
shipments
NFLA’s views on
Government
radwaste White
Paper
NFLA welcome Bike
for Peace tour
around Scotland
NFLA meet with IMO
SG over nuclear
transportation issues
NFLA supports joint
letter on Trident
Commission report

The

NFLA

co-ordinated
letter

The NFLA’s initial view
was quoted in ‘The
Guardian’. Its wider view
raises concern over the
dilution of the role of
Councils, & the risks of a
conflict between the
‘voluntarism’ approach
and the national infrastructure regime. A full
media release is on the
NFLA website.
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ON THE UK
GOVERNMENT’S
WHITE PAPER ON
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GEOLOGICAL
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In late July 2014, the
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forward its views on
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Hiroshima / Nagasaki events planned all over the world
NFLA letters to
media,
July 2014:
(emailed to members)
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IPPR report endorses Councils roles for promoting energy
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Bike for Peace delegation meet Bailie
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Forthcoming meetings of interest to NFLA members
NFLA SC, Town Hall,
Manchester, 3rd
October

Bike for Peace delegation lay a wreath
at Paisley War Memorial prior to civic
reception.

UK & Ireland
Mayors for Peace
Working Group,
Town Hall,
Manchester, 3rd
October

Hiroshima and
Nagasaki A-bomb
anniversary events –
civic events being
held around England,
Scotland, Wales and
Ireland. NFLA
Secretariat will email
NFLA members with
details.

Dates and locations
for NFLA England,
Scotland, Wales and
All Ireland Forum
meetings will be
announced shortly.

